
VERTICAL BLINDS

FOR ALL WASHABLE QUALITIES (HAND WASHING)

Loose the distance chains upwards from the bottom weights and

remove the bottom weights. Take the louvers at the slat holder

out of the hooks. On removing the louvers please pay attention

that the slats do not get any creases or tender spots. 

The slats should be rolled up lightly and straightly and put into a

tank with soap suds, lying on the cutting edges. Appr. 10 to 30

slats can be put into one tank, with exception of the Alustar qua-

lities. For those please take one tank per slat. Please pay attenti-

on that the tank you take is big enough to guarantee that the cut-

ting edges are completely covered with water.

Water temperature max. 25 – 30°C. For Alustar Qualities up to

22°C.

For appr. 10 to 15 l water you need 40 ml liquid gentle washing

agent, but regard absolutely that the agent you take is without

any bleaching agents and whitener according to product informa-

tion.

The slats should be soaked in the soap suds 15 to 60 minutes,

only louvers made of cotton and linen should not lie more than 20

minutes in the water. By moving the slats in the soap suds from

time to time you can reach a better washing result, but this is also

not recommendable for the Alustar qualities. 

Then please rinse the louvers in a water bath 2 to 3 times and let

them drain appr. 30 minutes. If they do not dribble anymore, you 

can hang the louvers back into the track. Please take care that the

room is free of draught, solar radiation and heating condition. 

Please omit to remove dust or dirty marks etc. by rubbing or brus-

hing etc., as this could lead to damaging the louvers. This is espe-

cially valid for the Alustar qualities, as the aluminium coating is

really sensitive and could come off. 

IRON GUIDANCE

For louvers of all qualities which can be ironed (as per collection

card) lay the single louvers lengthwise on the ironing board which

must be covered with cotton or linen. 

Please iron along the edge of the slats with a steam iron. Choose

the minimum heat with minimum steam. Put the steam control on

maximum position and observe that the water tank is always

more than half-full. 

Afterwards please lay one slat exactly on top of the other and let

them cool down at least 1 hour before hanging them up resp. rol-

ling them up along the edges. 

CLEANING RECOMMENDATION FOR LOUVRES

Before moving the slats, turn them at a 90° angle to the rail.

For an even turn of the slats, move operating bar to ultimate

stop position in order to tension the distance chains.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS VERTICAL BLIND SYSTEM SUNGLICE

MAINTENANCE

sundrape®-vertical blinds are maintenance-free.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS VERTICAL BLIND SYSTEM STAR ZUG, FUTURE AND PALMA

Turn of vertical slats with lateral operating chain.

Moving of vertical slats with lateral operating cord.

Before moving the slats, turn them across the rail.
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